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Different cultures have traditions recording their under-
standing of the nature of human life, causes of disease and
appropriate methods of healing based on this understand-
ing. We usually call such medicine “classical” in the sense
that the term is used to describe the blossoming of arts,
science and culture we have found in ancient times of
Greek civilization. We define “classical medicine” in
contradistinction to “folk medicine”, another term often
used to refer to traditional medicine. Folk medicine based
on “empirical” practice comprised of “effective” treat-
ments deemed by both practitioners and patients, however
they have neither philosophical or theoretical foundation
nor canonical records. Some folk medicines do have textual
sources, but these are only handwritten copies with limited
circulation, for example, the ones that belong to a partic-
ular region or ethnic group. The term “traditional medi-
cine” though widely used, only connotes that a medical
tradition is endemic to an area or associated with a
particular ethnic group. These definitions have clarified the
difference between classical medicine and folk medicine.
We will now describe the relationship between Uyghur
medicine and classical Greek philosophy and Hippocrates
views. Uyghur medicine refers to the medicine practiced by
the Uyghur, living in the Xinjiang Uyghur Autonomous Re-
gion, who are indisputably recognized as one of the peoples
in the world with the longest lifetime.1 Many primary tex-
tual sources on Uyghur medicine have only recently become
accessible to researchers; these sources provide evidence
of its long history and theoretical foundation.2 According to
our definition above, Uyghur medicine can be classified as
classical medicine because it is based on a set of systematic
philosophical doctrines originating from Greek medicine
and classical Greek philosophy.3 Uyghur medicine also in-
cludes a wide variety of therapeutic methods and medicinal
preparations that can be attributed to the influence of
Arab, Indian Ayurvedic, Tibetan and Chinese medicine.4,5
Research shows that Uyghur medicine contains elements
of the cultural heritage of ancient Greek civilization, as
well as that of other cultures that disappeared long ago, in
particular, the Tangut, the Saka, the Khitan, pre-muslim
Iran, Sogdiana, Parthia, Tocharistan, Khoresm and Northern
India.6 To understand the origins of these influences, we
need to clarify the specifics of Uyghur geography and
history.
Uyghur geography and history
The Uyghurs have traditionally resided in the vast flat lands
of the Taklamakan desert and Dzhungaria plains, as well as
in the basins of rivers, oases, foothills and valleys that
border modern Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Altai and Tuva
Territory in the North and North-West, Tadjikistan, India,
Pakistan and Afghanistan (the so-called Wakhan Corridor) in
the West, Tibet in the South and South-West, and Mongolia
and the Chinese provinces of Gansu, Ningxia and Qinghai
(Kuku-nor) in the East. This region is essentially separated
from other countries of Central Asia by natural barriers,
such as mountains and deserts. From the North, West and
South the entrance is blocked by the Mongolian Altai,Tianshan, Pamir, Sarykol, Karakorum, Kunlun (Altyn-Tag)
and Tibetan mountains. In the North-East and the South,
the parched Gobi and Taklamakan deserts stretch beyond
the mountains.
The first non-Asian studying this region of Central Asia
was a Russian Christian priest, Father Iakynph (Bichurin). In
the 1820s, he translated chronicles and historical works
about the peoples of the Western Region (Xiyu, 西域 in
Chinese) of China from Chinese, starting with works from
the Han Dynasty. His books include the multi-volume
Collection of Information on the Inhabitants of Central
Asia in Ancient Times, and the Description of Dzungaria
and Eastern Turkestan in the Past and Present.7 The “dis-
covery” of this region was continued by many other
Russian, British, French, Japanese and German
expeditions.8
For thousands of years, various peoples have inhabited
in the vast basin of Tarim River, the oases of Taklamakan
desert e Kashgar, Turpan, Kucha and Hotan, the Dzhungaria
plains, the foothills of Tianshan, Pamir and Tibet, and the
border areas of the Western Chinese province of Gansu.9
The tribes that grew crops settled in the oases, while the
plains were inhabited by nomads. Over the millennia ethnic
groups inter-married in particular patterns. The ethnic
composition of the Western Region, more specifically, Xi-
yu-san-shi-liu-go (Thirty-six states of the Western Region,
西域三十六国 in Chinese), as it was called by the Chinese in
the Han Dynasty (206 BCEe220 CE), has always been
diverse, partially due to the conquests and migration of
other tribes. Today, however, there is one main ethnic
group in the region and they call themselves the Uyghurs.
Ethnic medicine of inhabitants in the oases
In the first millennium BCE, the Western Region was
inhabited by the Saka, or mixed Indo-European tribes of
Zhetysu, the Tochar (GreekdTocάrioi) and the Wusun
(Chinesed乌孙), ancestors of the modern Turks, who
created oasis-towns and maintained active contacts with
neighboring peoples. These contacts included the Buddhist
empire founded in the North of India by the ruler Chan-
dragupta Maurya (4e3 centuries BCE), and the Greek cities
of Sogdiana and Bactria, the latter linking them to Greek
ecumene.6,10 The inhabitants of the oases wrote in the
scripts of Sogdian, Sanskrit and Prakrits, and these texts
contain the earliest record of first contacts with Greek
medicine and Greek physicians.11e13
Medicine in Greece
During the same period in Greece, a highly sophisticated
system of medicine developed. Hospitals and medical
schools attached to temples were founded where thera-
peutic measures included calm and quiet regimen, diet,
music and sleep. Doctors placed emphasis on hydrotherapy,
herbal treatment and massage.14,15 The Sicilian School of
medicine was founded in the 5th century BCE by Empe-
docles,16 who first put forth the theory of the four elements
(Fire, Water, Air, Earth), which was further developed in
the times of Plato and Aristotle. The Croton Medical School
reached its peak in the 6th century BCE. The theory of the
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bile), which was a cornerstone of all later forms of humoral
medicine, was developed at the medical school of Knidus.
Not far away from Knidus on the Kos island, a medical
school that opposed the methods of Knidus arose. The Kos
School became famous thanks to its main representative
Hippocratic School of Medicine, Hippocrates the Great
(circa 460 e circa 370 BCE, GreekdΊppokrάth2), whose
name later became a symbol of all medical arts.17 The ideas
of Greek medicine are recorded in the so-called Hippocratic
Corpus (LatindCorpus Hippocraticum), which is a collec-
tion of about 70 treatises on various medical topics.18 After
the conquest by Alexander the Great (4th century BCE) the
influence of the Greek culture reached Egypt and South-
West and Central Asia as far as China. Empires that
sprang up after Alexander’s death contributed to even
deeper integration of Hellenic culture into the cultures of
the conquered countries and the neighboring peoples.
There is a legend that in about 400 BCE Hazbay, (circa
450e330 BCE), a doctor from the Tarim river region, wrote
a book called “Medicinal herbs by Hazbay” with 312 kinds
of medicinal formulas or preparations, including detailed
descriptions of herbs, animals and minerals. A Greek doctor
named Flatu read Hazbay’s book and made a journey to
meet him personally.19,20Medicine in China
In a Chinese medical work of about the same period, the
Huangdi Neijing,21 or Huangdi’s Canon of Medicine states
“The Western Region situated in West China is rich in gold
and jade. There are Rocky Mountains and deserts, and the
heaven and earth are merged, and peoples live in the
mountains. It’s very windy and there isn’t much water, the
soil is hard. People wear heavy clothes and eat a lot of fat
food to keep away from diseases. People are not suscepti-
ble to external disease-producing agents. However, they
are affected by internal pathogens, because they eat too
much food and are muffled in heavy clothes. For treatment,
they find potent and poisonous herbs to counteract dis-
eases. That is why they say, the Western Region has the
best herbs”.21 The above implies that the inhabitants of the
region knew how to use medicinal herbs, and that they had
their own folk remedies, but it was not specifically
detailed. What is clear is that this region had relationships
with both the East and the West for over a millenium.
An even earlier text on Chinese medicine, the “Shennong
Bencao Jing” (Shennong’s Herbal ) (6the8th century BCE),
mentions the medicinal plants from the Western Region,
such as raisins, flax, sulphur, and the velvet antlers of deer.22
In the Western Han period, under Emperor Wu-di’s order,
Qian Zhang (580e643) was sent to Hotan and Kashgaria.23 He
collectedmany kinds of herbalmedicines, includingwalnuts,
garlic, pomegranates, safflowers and raisins. In the 256-
volume collection of medicinal preparations “Sui Shu Jing1 Sui Shu Jing Ji Zhi e Vol. IV. It was edited by Weizheng Tang
(580e643) et al. It is a part of Tang Dynasty Official Directory. It is
the second Chinese extant catalogues of history after Hanshu
Yiwenzhi (History of Han Dynasty).Ji Zhi” (History Book of the Sui Dynasty)1, scholars estimated
that 5 or 6 volumes of the book were written by well-known
Uyghur doctors, for example, four volumes of prescriptions
were written by famous Western Region doctors. But these
texts are no longer extant.24,29
From the 1st to the 6th century BCE, people of the
Western Region along the Silk Road had continuous contacts
with Rome, and later Byzantium via Sogdians. The latter
also adopted Greek culture.25 Even if the legend about
Hazbay has some historical veracity, we still have no evi-
dence of the connection between Greek medicine and the
medicine of the Western Region in that period. We can
reasonably assume that Sogdian merchant settlers had
doctors trained in Greek medicine, while Buddhist com-
munities certainly used Indian Ayurvedic medicine, which
might be influenced by Greece due to the contacts between
Northern India and Rome and Byzantium. We should also
note that among the medical works in Greek circulating in
this period we have found, works of Dioscorides, Galen and
other collected volumes such as those of the Byzantine
authors of the 6th century, Aetius and Alexander of Tralles
besides the Hippocratic Corpus.
Buddhist influence
In the history of the Western Region throughout the first
millennium we have found that the spread of Buddhism was
a crucial factor in its development. In the first century, this
religion came to the powerful Kushan Empire, which was
situated in territory that overlapped with parts of modern
Afghanistan, India, Pakistan, Iran and China.26 Buddhism
first spread to Kashgar, the westernmost oasis of the
Taklamakan desert, then to Hotan, which eventually
became one of the most important centers of Buddhism in
the world. Prosperous Buddhist societies and monasteries
of Theravada (Hinayana) and Mahayana thrived, and tantric
Vajrayana came to this region and to Tibet from India in the
7th century.27 Buddhist monks were traditionally required
to know medicine and be able to provide medical care.
Therefore, it was the monasteries that organized hospitals,
copied or translated medical treatises and taught medi-
cine. Independent translation of books in the oases of the
Western Region began quite early. Thirty-five translators
rendered sacred Buddhist texts from Sanskrit into Chinese
from 67 to 518 CE and their biographies were recorded by
Hui Jiao (497e554), the author of Biographies of the
Famous Monks, which collected the sounds and music of
Buddhism in Jingshi Pian Fulun (Appendix to the Section
“Sermonists”). At least 25 of these translators were natives
of India, Parthia and the Western Region.28
Kumarajıva (344 CEe413 CE)
Kumarajıva2, was one of the most famous Buddhist trans-
lators and teachers, who came from the Western Region.
His mother, Jiva, was a younger sister of the ruler of Kucha.
In 350 CE, she became a Buddhist nun in Kucha and made a
pilgrimage to India. She is believed to have written several2 Jiu Mo Luo Shi (鸠摩罗什 in Chinese).
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Po on the Five Zang-organs)3.29 When Kumarajiva reached 7
years old, he took initial monastic vows along with his
mother. From 9 to 12, he studied Tripitaka in Kashmir and
Abhidharma in Kashgar, before returning to the North-
Eastern limit of Kucha kingdom, Turpan. Later, he also
traveled to Gansu (Lanzhou), Wuwei and Changan, where
he studied Chinese language. In 383 CE, he started teaching
Buddhist doctrine and translated texts of the Buddhist
Canon as well as medical treatises from Sanskrit into Chi-
nese.30 However, Kumarajiva and his followers were not
Uyghurs, and probably not even Turks.
Manuscripts in the unknown language were found at the
beginning of the 20th century in oases of Turpan, Kara-
shahr, Kucha. The language was named after the Uyghur
colophon to Maitreyasamiti, which stated that the trans-
lator, who lived in the territory of modern Karashahr,
translated from his native language of Tokhri. This lan-
guage, later called Tocharian, had grammar features and
vocabulary related to European languages in the Indo-
European language family. It also exhibits influence from
Indian and Iranian languages. The Tochars used the Indian
Brakhmi script, and wrote in Sanskrit and its dialects. We
can be quite sure that people living in oases were practicing
either Greek or Indian medicine.
By the 7th e 9th centuries, Buddhism in India was
already in decline. A number of Buddhist centers in Central
Asia, Iran and Afghanistan were conquered by Muslim
communities. In Tibet, Buddhism was not the most influ-
ential religion before about 736 CE. The influence of Bud-
dhism in China was not ubiquitous. In fact, the centers
where sacred texts were copied were first established in
the monasteries of the Western Region and Dunhuang,
which formed an integral cultural region.5 Monasteries
needed a lot of literature, however, the direction of
translation practice soon changed. It is believed that the
earliest written translation of a Buddhist treatise into
Ancient Turkic language was the Nirvana Sutra completed
by Chinese translators in order to spread Buddhism among
the Turks. The translation was done in Sogdian, the official
writing of the Turk Khaganate. Translators of the time
called their language Turkic, while modern scholars call it
ancient Turkic. Their translations became very famous for
their exceptional fidelity to the original and for the beauty
of their language. In this later period, most Buddhists
prose, as well as medical texts, was translated from Chi-
nese, rather than from Sanskrit. An author named Singku
Seli Tutung, who lived in the late 10th century to the early
11th century, described this way in the colophon of his
translation of Suvarnaprabhas: “Singku Sel Tutung from
Beshbaliq, a scholar, made a new translation from Tabgach
(Chinese) language into Turk Uyghur language”.27Medical knowledge spread through contact with
other communities
We may suppose that sedentary settlers maintained regular
contacts with the citizens of other oasis settlements andwith3 Qi Po Wu Zang Lun (Qi Po on the Five Zang-organs, 耆婆五藏论
in Chinese).nomads,31 and this might have led to the spread of the
knowledge of Greek and Chinese medicine in the Western
Region, although this has yet to be confirmed by textual evi-
dence. In the 7th century was written a book called the
Khotan Medical Literature.24 The spread of medical knowl-
edge from the Western Region, can be supported by reliable
evidence. In the 8th century, a famous Hotan doctor, Biji
Zangpo Xirahan,was invited byTrisong Detsen (742e797), the
ruler of Tibet, to visit his court, where he eventually wrote 72
medical works.24 Some titles of his books are as follows:
Medical Encyclopaedia, Overview of Typhoid, General Prin-
ciples of Medicine, Urine Diagnosis, Medical Contraindica-
tions, Drug Explanations, Description of Herbal Medicine,
and Neck Injury Treatment in Hotan. His books played an
important role in the establishment of Tibetan medicine.32
As for the nomads of the Western Region, in the 5th e
8th centuries they were using the runic alphabet (the so-
called Orkhon writing). The Sogdian non-cursive alphabet,
adapted to represent the Turkic phonological system, which
was used as a basis for the runic alphabet. The latter
originated from Aramaic, was based on the Phoenician al-
phabet.33 The Chinese called the nomads “Tele(铁勒)”
(meaning people who use high carts with big wheels). From
Chinese chronicles it is known that in the year 605 CE, a
part of Teleuts, Tokuz (Nine) e Oghuz tribes and one Oghuz
tribe (another meaning of this word is arrow), left the re-
gion of the Khalkha and Orkhon rivers (near the modern city
Chita, between the Selenge and Orkhon rivers, Hentei and
Hingan mountains) for the Southern Taklamakan desert, to
the region of Hotan and Northern Tibet. In 640 CE, the
Uyghurs came from Hotan, in the foothills of Nanshan and
Alashan, to Khalkha as the united folk with the name of
Uyghurs.31 In that period Uyghurs perceived the cultures of
the Chinese and the Tibetans as alien from them. Yet, they
also distinguished themselves from the Turks. From 630 CE,
after the fall of the first Turk Khaganate, the Uyghurs came
forward as a significant political force. S. Malov has
analyzed stele monuments written in the ancient Turkic
language and pointed out that the Turks called their
feudatory tribes “Tokuz-Oghuz” and the resistant ones
“Uyghurs”.34 By 660 CE, the Western Turk Khaganate
ceased to be an independent state and was never restored.
However, the Turks dominated the Uyghurs from 688 to 741
CE. By 745, however, the Uyghurs rallied what remained of
the collapsed Turk confederation and destroyed the Turk
Khaganate. After defeating their former allies, the Basmyls
and Karluks, they founded their own Khaganate on the
Orkhon river in 747 CE. Uyghur state and its capital Kar-
akorum (Khalkha from 14th to 15th centuries) fell in 840 CE
in the struggle against the ancient Kyrgyz.7 During this short
time, however, the Uyghurs saved the Tang Dynasty, acting
as the main force in the suppression of the An Lushan
Rebellion in 763 CE, and were also instrumental in stopping
Tibetan aggression in the Western Region.31 After subduing
the neighboring Kidan and Kyrgyz, they built a powerful city
called Balikliq, which became the residence of their khan.35Religion
From 762 to 767 CE, the Uyghurs turned to the religion of
Mani-Manichaeism. This probably came about because in
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resistance of the Sogdians, and many of the Sogdian
preachers of Manichaeism fled from Sogdiana to Persia, the
oases of Central Asia and the plains of Dzhungaria and
Mongolia. The adoption of Manichaeism by the Uyghurs was
not predestined, because it was the choice of their ruler in
political struggle. The Uyghurs also had a Christian com-
munity. In Uyghur, they referred to the Christian Trinity as
“Uchyduk”, literally “three sanctities”. But during the
tribal warfare of 752 CE, the Manichaen community sup-
ported Moyanchur Khan, who won, and soon it gained
power. Idigyan Meuyui Khan, the second son of Moyanchur,
who ascended the throne in the summer of 759 CE, adopted
Manichaeism asserting that it was the “true teaching of the
Uyghurs”. The Manichaen patriarch in Babylon supported
this positon and ordered many priests to go to the Uyghur
state. We can surmise that along with the propagation of
Manichaeism, the Uyghurs also received other forms of
knowledge of the Persian civilization, including Greek
medicine.36 The ties between these communities were
strong. An author of a later period, Mahmud al-Kashgari,
quotes a popular saying: “The Turks are inseparable from
the Persians like a hat and a head”.37 In this period, the
Uyghurs also began to have contacts with Arabs, who by
that time had invaded Bukhara, Samarkand, Chach and
Farab, gradually occupying Ferghana and Sogdiana. We
assume that the culturally receptive Uyghurs must have
been interested in the Arab medicine they encountered.
In the 7th century, when Arabs captured Iran, Syria and
Egypt, Greek science and philosophy started to develop in
the scientific centers of these countries. The most
renowned centers at that time were the Alexandrian School
in Egypt and the Christian Nestorian School in Gundishapur
(Jundishapur) in the South of Iran. In the history of Bagdad
(modern Iraq) Caliphate, VIIIeIX cc. of the first Abbasid
Caliphs (from 750) there raised to an apex of cultural
blossom, which brought the Caliphate its fabulous reputa-
tion. From the time of Caliph al-Mansur (754e775), Arabs
had access to Greek writings on philosophy and medicine
through Syrian Christians who worked for Arabs as doctors.
The medical texts were often first translated from Greek
into Syrian language before being translated into Arabic.
Caliph Harun al-Rashid (786e809) brought manuscripts
which he had collected from his military campaigns and
gave them to a Christian doctor, Yuhanna ibn Masawaih
(LatindIoann Masavi) to translate. Later, Caliph al-Mamun
(813e833) established a special board for translation of
speculative philosophy works in Bagdad, which attracted
philosophers such as al-Kindi.38,39
After 835, the Uyghur state suffered from all sorts of
misfortune, including upheaval, hunger and pests. The most
disastrous was the series of Kyrgyz rebellions, who were
supported by the enemies of the Uyghurs e Tibetans,
Khurluks and Arabs. It could be admitted that the
destruction of the Uyghur state in 840e847 was a tragedy in
world history that has yet to be fully acknowledged. It is
mentioned in nearly all major works on the history of this
region, but only as a minor episode, despite the fact that it
actually put an end to the civilization that the last Hunnus
(Xiongnu,匈奴 in Chinese), Xianbei and Sarmatians created
in the 3rd century. We contend that the overthrow of Kar-
abalghasun (Ordu baliq, Bali kliq) in 840 is comparable tothe fall of Constantinople in 1453. Moreover, the Uyghurs
were as talented, open-minded and heroic as the Byzan-
tians of the epoch of the Palaeologus.40 In 848 CE, the
Uyghur Khaganate ceased to exist, and much of the cultural
heritage within its control was destroyed by numerous en-
emies. On the ruins of the Khaganate, a small but strong
state emerged called Kara-Khoja (Kucha). This state
included Beshbaliq, which literally means the “five cities”
and was described by Mahmud al-Kashgari as “the largest
city of the Uyghurs”.37 The Kucha state included the Turpan
oasis, the Northern coast of Lob Nor lake, and Dzhungaria
up to the river Manas. Here Uyghurs converted to Buddhism
and, according to the same al-Kashgsari, were “the stron-
gest of the infidels”.37 Presumably, some medical knowl-
edge remained intact in the religious communities that still
existed in the region. At the beginning of 20th century,
Syrian Nestorian texts of the 12the14th centuries, which
also include prayers and holiday chants, were discovered
from the Eastern Turkestan collection of N. Petrovsky, a
Russian consul in Kashgar. The collection also includes
paintings from Turpan depicting Christian stories.11,12
We would like to emphasize that the Uyghurs were
originally nomads from the banks of the Orkhon and Selenga
rivers, the language they spoke belonged to the Turkic
language group, and they differed from the neighboring
peoples of the Steppe such as the Mongols, eastern Hunnus
and Turks. They had their own roots, yet they also adopted
Indo-European medicine, mentality, writing and religion
from Persia, Syria and Mediterranean world, where Greek
medicine was flourishing. When Uyghur Khaganate dis-
appeared in 848 CE, the name of Uyghurs passed to the
sedentary dwellers of the oases of Taklamakan, who started
from that time to use it as their self name.History and medicine of Uyghurs between the
9the12th centuries
In the 9th century, the treatise Medicine of Idykut was
written. The sources from the Five Dynasties period in
China (906e960 CE) stated that the Uyghur doctor Nanto
came to China, bringing a lot of medicinal processing
techniques, medical equipment and pharmaceutical
equipment that the Chinese had not known.41
In the parallel for this time, Baghdad Caliph al-
Mutawakkil (847) felt weakened power of his state and
decided to get support from non-Muslim population, namely
Christians and Jews. There was allowed to study and teach
Greek philosophy, medicine and natural science. At the
same time, Sufism, originally an esoteric teaching, became
very popular amongst Persian followers of Islam. Interest-
ingly, this very epoch (9the12th centuries) was also the
time of the most honored philosophers such as al-Farabi, a
polymath from Basra, and Ibn Sina (Avicenna), who worked
under the auspices of feudatory rulers.
From the 9the12th centuries, Central Asia became one
of the major centers of scientific thought in the East. After
the collapse of the Caliphate in the late 9th century, the
governor of Maverannahr (a territory in Central Asia) and
Khurasan (a territory in Iran), Ismail Samanid, who ruled
from 892 to 907, consolidated these lands; Persian Dari
(Farsi) remained the spoken language of the Samanid state,
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Bukhara, one of the most prosperous cities of the East,
became the capital of the Samanid state. The Uyghur cul-
ture developed under the influence of the Samanid state
from the 10th to the 14th centuries.42 However, Uyghurs
also enveloped two different sets of traditions: the tradi-
tions of the local Buddhist Turk and Indo-European popu-
lation and the traditions of the Uyghurs of the Orkhon
period. As early as the 10th century, Islam had spread
among the Uyghur of Kashgar, Yarkend, Hotan. However,
according to Mahmud Kashgari (XI c.), the Uyghurs of his
time were not Muslims, and they were considered infidels
or “tat”.37
As we have already mentioned, the Uyghur script
developed from a complex set of influences. Some of the
communities of the oases of the Western Region along the
caravan trails used Sogdian cursive writing4, adapted it to
represent the Turk phonological system, which later came
to be called Old Uyghur. Along with Islam, medical litera-
ture in Arabic and Persian languages also spread to the
region. The culture of the Bagdad Caliphate is usually
referred to simply as “Arab art” or “Arab science.” When
Islam initially spread to the territories of the Byzantine
Empire, the Arabs also adopted the medical system of the
Greeks. The very word ‘Yunani medicine’ comes from the
Arab word for ‘Greek medicine’. Therefore, while it is
correct to use the term Arab medicine or Greek-Arab
medicine, it is also accurate to speak of Islamic medicine,
although this term emphasizes the influence of the Quran
and the Sunnah.
Greek terminology came to the Arabic language thanks
to Hunayn ibn Ishaq al-Ibadi (LatindIoanitus, circa 809e875
CE), a doctor who founded a school for translating texts
from Syrian and Greek, i.e. the majority of Greek medical
texts was translated. In his days, there were no original
texts in Arabic on the topics of medicine, therefore no
comparisons were available and he created his own medical
terminology. Ibn Ishaq introduced many lexical items into
Arabic, and laid the foundation for later authors to write
the medical texts. For example, he coined the terms for the
four humors (akhlat): blood (khan), phlegm (bagham),
black bile (al mirra al syavda) and yellow bile (al mirra al
syafra).38 We know that Hunayn ibn Ishaq al-Ibadi was born
into a family of a pharmacist from Hira, and he traveled
around Greece quite a lot, and, although a Christian, he
was employed in Bagdad by caliph al-Mutawakkil (847e861)
as a chief doctor.
The other doctors of the Baghdad Caliphate were known
as the great scientists of their times, and exerted a signif-
icant influence on the Uyghur medicine. They were
Yuhanna ibn Masawaih (LatindIoann Masavi, circa
777e857), Hunayn ibn Ishaq al-Ibadi (LatindIoanitus, circa
809e875), Abu Bekr Akhmed ben Ali al-Kasdani, nicknamed
Ibn Vakhshia (circa 9the10th centuries CE), Ali ibn Rabban4 Sogdian writing originates from Aramaic, and, therefore, from
Phoenician writing, and was adopted for writing Sogdian, a Middle
Iranian language close to Pehlevi. Initially, this language was
prevalent on the territory of modern Samarkand, but was also
common in Turpan, which had a large population of Sogdians; it was
probably a result of contacts with this area that the Uyghurs
adopted this writing.al-Tabari (circa 810e855), Abu Yusuf al-Kindi (circa
803e873), Isaak ben Solomon Israeli (circa 880e932), Abu
Bakr Muhammad bin Zakharia al-Razi (LatindRazes
865e925), Al-Farabi (870e950), Ali ibn al-Abas al-Majusi
(LatindHali Abbas, circa 925e994), Abu Ali al Husein ibn
Sina (LatindAvicenna 980e1037).39
It is important to mention the four scientists who made
the most significant contributions to the development of
Uyghur humoral medicine:
The first is Abu Bakr Muhammad bin Zakharia al-Razi
(LatindRazis or Razes; 865e923 CE). At the beginning of
the 10th century the main canon of Greek medical works
had been translated from Greek to Arabic, and this laid the
foundation for further research. The translation was done
by al-Razi, who could be compared to Claudius Galen
(GreekdGalhnό2; circa 129e200), the great doctor of
Roman period due to the role that he played in the devel-
opment of Arab medicine. Al-Razi is thought coming from
the Persian town of Ray, near Tehran. In Persia and Khur-
asan, on the territory of modern Uzbekistan and Tadjiki-
stan, he received a well-rounded education which included
philosophy and metaphysics. At the age of thirty, in Bag-
dad, al-Razi began his medical studies, and quickly became
renowned for his medical skills. Al-Razi wrote papers on
philosophy, medicine, ethics, theology, logic, astronomy,
physics and alchemy d 184 works altogether, of which 61
have survived to the present day. Many of al-Razi’s works
were translated into Latin in Europe between the 10th and
13th centuries. For example, Continens Rhasis ordinatus et
correctus per . Hieronimum Surianum was published in
Venice in1509. The most well-known among his works is the
10-volume Kitab al-Mansuri, a treatise on internal medicine
and clinical practice devoted tp caliph Mansur. Other works
include Kitab al-Zhadari va-l’-hasba, A treatise on smallpox
and measles”, Kitab al-Tibb al-Rukhani, which describes
disease pathology and includes his comments on Galen.43
After his death, his works were compiled into a 25-volume
medical encyclopedia called Kitab al-Khavi,44 which also
included extracts from Greek, Indian and Arab authors.45
Ali ibn al-Abbas al-Majusi (Masoudi, LatindHaly Abbas,
circa 925e994) is an author whose works may be the second
in importance only to The Canon by Ibn Sina. The main work
of al-Majusi, The Complete Book of the Medical Art (Arabic:
ﻙﺍﻡﻝﺍﻝﺹﻥﺍﻉﺓﺍﻝﻁﺏﻱﺓ , Kamil al-ṣina a al-ṭibbıya) is also
known as The Royal Book (Arabic: ﺍﻝﻙﺕﺍﺏﺍﻝﻡﻝﻙﻱ , Al-
Kitab al-Malakı), provides a comprehensive survey of
Greek-Arab medicine of the 10th century, with clear and
consistent representations of theory and practice.46
The great scholar al-Farabi (870e950) wrote several
medical treatises: Theory of Natural Kinds: Hot, Cold, Damp
and Dryness, Theory of Aza Function, Theory of Neorology,
Theory of Spirit Character, Theory of Nature Life, Theory of
mentality.47 Themedical theory of Al-Farabi had a significant
influence on the teaching of Ibn Sina (LatindAvicenna,
980e1037), another great doctor and philosopher. The legacy
of this great scientist, philosopher, doctor and poet is truly
immense, and his works should be counted amongst the most
outstanding creations that have enriched world culture.
Among Ibn Sina’s books in Arabic and Persian languages, there
are philosophic treatises in many volumes, as well as poetic
books. His mainmedical works include the seventeen-volume
Kitab ash-shifa (The Book of Healing) and the five-volume al-
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as primary manuals of medicine throughout Islamic and Eu-
ropean countries until the 17th century. In his treatises on
natural science and medicine, Ibn Sina developed the teach-
ings of Hippocrates and Galen by combining them with the
results of his own studies and observations. Ibn Sina referred
to Galen as his main teacher, and it was primarily through him
that Galen’s ideas were incorporated into Uyghur medicine.2
In those days, Hotan and Kashgar were the established
medical centers of the Western Region. In the 10th century,
in the time of Kara-Khanid Khanate (940e1212), the med-
ical school of Madiris Saqia flourished in the settlement of
Artush, near Kashgar. Many well-educated doctors gradu-
ated from this school. Immadudin Kashghari, a doctor,
surgeon and the author of a medical treatise entitled Sharhi
al-Kanun (Explanation Of The Conon Of Medicine) and
Resala e-Qubqin (On Smilax chinensis) was the most famous
scientist associated with this school. In addition to his own
writing, he was also a prolific translator, and his works
include: Aksa al-Ulum (Chariot of Science by Al-Farabi),
Hikmat al-Ala (Supreme Wisdom by Ibn Sina), Kitab-ul Havi
(Medical Treasure by Al-Razi), and Kitab-ul Shahid (Book of
Witness by Al-Razi).48
With the spread of Islam, Arabic writing gradually
became more common in the Western Region. The foun-
dation for Classic Turk literature was laid by Mahmud
Kashgari (1020e1080) in his fundamental work The Dictio-
nary of Turkic Languages (Divan-i lugat at-Turk) where he
included many pieces from Uyghur folklore, medical terms
and names of medical preparations.
The best-known creation of this period is “Blessed
Knowledge” (Kutadgu-bilig or Kutad vublic) by Yusuf Has-
Hajib (Yusuf of Balasagun, 1009e1070), which has been
dated to 1070. This is a didactic poem, entitled How to Live
Wisely and Happily, one of the earliest achievements of
Uyghur literature. The poem starts with the statement that
there have not been books in the Uyghur language prior to
this. In his poem, Yusuf also outlined the concept of the
four primary elements (erkan) e fire, air, water, earth.49
The book was actually written in a modified version of
Arabic writing (Chagatai) that Uyghurs started using in the
11th century. However, old Uyghur writing did not disap-
pear immediately and many works written in this script
have survived up to the present day. In 1432, Bakyr Mansur-
Bakhshi compiled a book of poetic extracts for the emir of
Herat, Jalal-ed-Din Firuz Shakh, which was written in
Chagatai language in old Uyghur vertical font. The old
Uyghur writing was ultimately superseded by the Arabic
alphabet only in the 16th century. In Xinjiang, the last
documents in this script have been dated to the 18th cen-
tury. An ethnic group called the “Yellow Uyghur (Saryk-
Uyghur) used vertical writing up to the 19th century.
Interestingly, in the early 20th century, this ethnic group
had involved in a Russian expedition led by a Colonel C.G.
Mannerheim, who later became the marshal and first
president of Finland.Allama Alalidin Muhammad Hotani (1150e1222)
In the 12th century the Kucha state and Karakhanide
khanate became the vassals under the Kidan (also calledKara-kitai) who moved here from the East. The Kara-kitai
culture had been heavily influenced by the Turks and
therefore did not seek to destroy or change the cultural or
political order of the states they dominated. This period
would later become known as the Golden Age of Buddhist
culture for the Uyghurs and also for Muslim culture in the
regions with populations of Turk peoples e Kashgar, Yar-
kand, Hotan, Kucha and Aksu.50
In the 12th century, a famous Hotan doctor and scientist,
Allama Alalidin Muhammad Hotani (1150e1222),48 authored
the following books: Zubdatil Khawanil Ilaj (The Principles
of Treatment of Diseases); Alfikhu Tibbiya (Health Law),
which documented the restrictions and fetters used to
arbitrate medical accidents; “Hasiylat ul-Ilaj” (The Sum-
mary of Treatment), which documented the etiology of
illness, symptoms of illness and their treatment, nutrition,
preventative methods and herbal prescriptions that have
been shown to be effective in the practice of physicians;
Wasifta ul-Amraz (The Summary of Treatment), which
described simple and complex medicines (multiple-herb
prescriptions) along with dosage, preparation, character-
istics and nature, effects, and reactions with other sub-
stances. It is mentioned, that doctor Hotani educated more
than 3000 students.
His disciple, Jamalidin Akhsaray wrote a valuable med-
ical work called Akh Saray, (The name of the work is the
author’s hometown name).51 This work is still extant in
manuscript form, consisting of 494 pages, in a 27.5*17.5*3.5
format. The first part explains the basic concepts of med-
icine and medical science, the second part details simple
and complex prescriptions. The book contains descriptions
of more than 180 illnesses, 390 single medicines, and 144
complex prescriptions. A Chaghatay version of this book
also exists at the museum of the Xinjiang Uyghur Medical
College. His next book was Rashidat ul-Bayib Muashirat ul-
Habib (Prescriptions for Diseases Resulting from Attach-
ment to Lovers), written in Arabic; this book documents
men’s diseases and their treatment with single and complex
medicines. Akhsaray also wrote Jami ul-Mufradat (Collec-
tion of Single Medicines) in Arabic. This book records single
herbal medicines, including their original name, alternate
name, nature, effects, usage, side-effects and possible
substitutions.43
It is also important to note the contribution to Uyghur
Medicine by many other philosophers, writers and poets.
Akhmed Yugnaki and his poem Khibat-ul Hakayic (or Ata-
betul khakayic) is of the great importance for Uyghur his-
tory and culture. It is devoted to the problems of morality
and the battle between good and evil. An important
achievement in Uyghur poetry is the Qisass-ul-anbiya (Story
about the Saints) by Nasreddin Rabguzi in the 13th century.
An unknown author in Turpan wrote an epic work called
Oghuzname, around the end of the 13th century that also
played an important role in the development of the whole
Uyghur culture. The works of Yusuf Balasaguni, Mahmud
Kashgari and Akhmed Yugnaki and other philosophers are
still well-known not only in Central Asia but throughout the
Muslim world, and have also been translated into many
European languages. However, the most significant medical
works from this period have not yet been translated.
In 1209, the Kucha ruler Idiqut Barchuk declared his
allegiance to Genghis Khan and willingly joined his Empire.
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the development of Mongol culture: their writing system,
literature, medicine and religious traditions were adopted,
partially or completely, from the Uyghurs. Educated
Uyghurs held important positions as ministers and doctors
at the court of Mongol Khans. The Uyghur alphabet was
used in this period to create old Mongol script and Manchu
script derived from it, the latter of which is still used by the
Mongols.
In the 13th century, a Tarim doctor, Kuskuy, was born in
the Western Region, in Ili (now the Kazakh region of Xin-
jiang, 700 km from the capital Urumqi). In the times of
Kublai Khan (Emperor Shizu of Yuan; 元世祖 in Chinese;
1215e1294) he traveled to China and eventually held the
position of dietarian at Khubilai’s court. His main duty was
to ensure that the food of the Khan was chosen according to
the rules of medical science. He wrote the Ying Shan Chi
Zheng Yao (UyghurdXipalik Taamlar Dasturi; English-
dCorrect Guide to Eating and Drinking or Important Prin-
ciples of Food and Drink),52,53 published in 1330. Ying Shan
Chi Zheng Yao is a 3-volume work containing descriptions of
different kinds of food taboos, diets and nutritional for-
mulas, including a variety of raw foods, vegetables and
fruits for therapeutic purposes. The book is illustrated by
21 full-size landscapes and 167 illustrations of single ob-
jects. It seems to be the first monograph in ancient China,
and perhaps in the world, detailing systematic food hygiene
and nutrition. In the 14th century, Haji Zaynul Ettar, who
would later become a famous doctor and pharmacologist,
practiced in Xinjiang. He wrote A Pharmacopoeia (Ikh-
tiyaratiy Bedı`iy, Medicinal Collection of Bedı`iy Jamal ).54
This book was dedicated to the King of Khotan and his
Queen “Bedi’iy Jamal”. It is now regarded as one of the
most important manuals of Uyghur medicine. The book was
written in Persian and composed of two parts. The medi-
cines of common use were listed in an order of Arabic al-
phabet at the first part and included alternate names of
medicines, as well as their nature, characteristics, usage,
dosage, and potential toxicity. The second part of the book
introduces some complex medicines.
Throughout the 15th century, the state of Moghulistan
included nearly all Western Region and for a period of time
stretched from Komul to Tashkent. However, the Mongolian
Dynasty of Churas effectively ruled independently in
Kashgar.55 In 1420, Turpan conclusively joined the Moghul
Empire and was quickly islamized. The Moghuls waged
many wars: with Timur (Tamerlane), who once devastated
Kashgar (1371e1408), another with the Western Mongolian
tribes of Oirat or Kalmyks (1452e1457), and yet another
with the Sheibanid Uzbek, the Kazakhs and Kyrgyz (end of
15th e beginning of 16th centuries), who later captured the
lands of modern Dzhungaria and the capital, Beshbalyk
(which in the 9th century was the capital of the Uyghur
state). Yarkend became the main capital, and Kashgar the
second capital of Moghulistan (the residence of the heir of
the throne), and Turpan was the center of the main frontier
domain. Due to political and administrative disunity from
the 15th to the 16th centuries as well as to a number of
other factors, the ethnic name of the Uyghurs came out of
use. As soon as Islam superseded other religions throughout
the territory of the Western Region by the 16th century,
Uyghurs began to describe themselves as Muslims, and alsoidentified with the region of their respective origin, Kash-
garlyk (people of Kashgar), Hotanlyk (people from Hotan),
or according to their occupation, such as Taranchi
(farmers).
A well-known doctor of Uyghur medicine of this period,
Molla Arip Hotani (1556e1662) wrote a book entitled
“Turkey Desturul’ilaj” (Turk’s Healing Methods).51 This
classic medical work was written in Chaghatay in 1596. The
work is divided into the categories according to traditional
medical science. It includes the basic concepts of medi-
cine, the understanding of medical science, the etiology of
illness, their symptoms and effects, pulse taking; health
maintenance and other general information. Second, it
elaborates certain illnesses and their treatment, nutrition,
prevention and medicines shown to be empirically effec-
tive. The other works of Molla Arip Hotani are as follows:
Guldasta`iy Afiyat (Bouquet of the Health), Mujarribati Arif
(Prescriptions Tested by Doctor Arip), Tohpe khaniye (A
Contribution to the King), Asarar-ul nabzi Walbawli Wal-
bizar (The Secrets of Pulse and Urine), Mualijat e ul fuk-
ra`iy wa Ahlil Sahra`iy (Treatment of Poor and Rural People),
and Resala`iy Fasad Wa Hijamat (Treatment with Phlebot-
omy and Cupping).
Another well-known Uyghur doctor, Huduyumhan Haji
(1567e1658) from Kucha, was the author of “Donggan Yao/
Hui Hui Fang” (Dungan Medications).51,56 This 36-volume
Medical Encyclopedia of over 2000 pages was written in
Chinese and Chagatay in 1619. The book documented in-
ternal medicine, surgery, pediatrics, gynecology, derma-
tology, men’s diseases, orthopedics and other subjects
along with the use of more than 7000 prescription and
drugs.57
In the 16th century the Western Region maintained
extensive contacts with China. The great Chinese physician
Li Shizhen (1518e1593) in his pharmacopeia work called
Ben Cao Gang Mu (Compendium of Materia Medica) lists 103
components used in Uyghur medicine as ingredients:
madder, ammonic salt, flax, walnuts, onions, spinach,
fennel, saffron, long piper, ferulla, stab sugar, casein, long-
tailed sheep, gazelle, camel, antelope horn, gold, jade,
and agate.58
The Moghul khanate from the 14th to the 17th centuries
was similar in its political organization to the Central Asian
feudal states of the same epoch, with their system of do-
mains. The balance of power was shared by khans, social
classes of the town and the country, secular authorities and
elite Muslim theologians. However, unlike Central Asia, an
exceptional part in the Moghul state in the 17th century
belonged to the Khojasd the heads of the two sects of Sufi
religious order of Naqshbandi, White Mountaineers and
Black Mountaineers. The Khojas were very important in the
social and political life of the country, and counted even
khans and their heirs among their followers. Informally, the
Khojas soon gained significant power in secular matters as
well.59 By the end of the 17th century, the Moghul khanate
effectively became a liege of the Dzhungaria khanate.
In the 18th century, about 50 important works on Uyghur
medicine were written. Among them, the medical ency-
clopedia Eghrazi Tibbiye is noteworthy.60 This is a
comprehensive medical manual which, according to the
author’s own message, was written by Ispijabi Muratbeg Eli
in ll50 of Hejira (1737) in Kashgar, in Chaghatay language.
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books including Qarabadin Qadiri (Collection of Complex
Medicines), Desturul Ilaj (Manual of Healing), To¨hpe Kha-
niye (Contribution for the King) and other books in Turkic
language. This book is divided into two parts, consisting of
medical theory and practice. The theoretical part is about
the concepts of disease causation and health care. The
practical part covers therapeutics, surgery, pediatric dis-
eases, treatment, preparation methods, usage and effects
of more than 1500 complex prescriptions. In addition, there
is an explanation of more than 1000 simple prescriptions.
Eghrazi Tebbiye was a widely distributed popular work
of traditional medicine. This translation was prepared by
combining two manuscripts from different times written on
Khotan paper and comparing them with authoritative
classic works.
In the modern period, an invaluable contribution to the
development of the Uyghur medicine was made by a sci-
entist and doctor Mawlana Husayinhan Tajally
(1848e1927).24,61,62 His main work Tajally Nushiliri (Tajal-
ly’s Prescriptions) was written in Chaghatay, in the first half
of the 20th century in Kashgar. This work explains the
medical prescriptions, dosages, preparation methods,
characteristics, effects, nature, usage and reactions with
other substances.
Thus, we should understand the history of Central Asia
taking into consideration the discontinuity of two tradi-
tions: the Turks and ancient Uyghurs, descendants of the
nomadic tribes of Hunnus and the ancestors of oases settled
populations along the Silk Road, Sogdians, Wusun and
Tochars. The culture and medicine of Uyghurs have incor-
porated the traditions and knowledge of the peoples which
inhabited in the Western Region over a period of two and a
half millennia. It includes the traditions of the nomadic
Empire of Hunnus and two Turk Khaganates, influences
from the oasis culture of Sogdiana (Zhetysu), Persia,
Northern India and the Caliphate. Through contact with
these traditions, the Uyghurs adopted the Indo-European
heritage of Greek and Mediterranean culture and medicine,
and incorporated them in significant ways. According to our
definition at the beginning, Uyghur medicine can be treated
as the classical medicine because it is based on a set of
systematic philosophical doctrines originating from Greek
medicine and classical Greek philosophy.
The modern Uyghurs are Muslims and do not claim the
Shamanism, Manichaeism, Nestorianism and Buddhism that
are actually a part of their history. The Uyghurs perceive
themselves as a unified ethnic group that has existed since
the times of the tribe led by the Yaghlakar (old Turk, Jay-
lacar) clan in the 8th century founded the Uyghur Khanate.
The fall of Khanate in the 9th century laid the foundation
for the peoples of the Tarim basin to call themselves with
the same name of Uyghurs. Most of what is known about
their history before this time is actually based on folk tales
and legends. However, as we have tried to show in our
historical survey, the Uyghurs legitimately date their his-
tory from the 4th century BCE and the legendary doctor
Ghazibay, the founder of the Uyghur medicine, making
them the successors of Greek culture. Thus, the relics of
the ancient tradition remain only in one applied discipline
e medicine, with which all Uyghurs are more or less
familiar.Therefore, in conclusion, we would like to emphasize
the importance of preserving medical traditions to maintain
the whole culture of people. This role of medicine is
probably no less important than the contribution of great
historical figures, or the results of wars, or the changes of
climate and nature, in determining the rise and fall of
peoples and civilizations. Advanced cultures always pro-
duce some form of medicine. Also, the renewed under-
standing of the value of traditional medicine can give rise
to a new level of ethnic consciousness.
Our second conclusion is that the medical knowledge of
Uyghurs represents nothing less than an opportunity to
bring back to Europe the practical knowledge of the med-
icine of the Greeks, Romans, Byzantians and the Europeans
themselves which disappeared in Europe in 19th century
after the epoch of Enlightenment. This medicinal tradition,
as a form of holistic, humoral medicine, may enable us to
consolidate many as-yet unrecognized currents of scientific
data into new modern medicine.Fundings
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